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INTRODUCTION

Nonprofit organizations are in the business of creating an impact. To 
deliver on their mission, organizations require support. This support 
comes from volunteers, community members, and funding sources. 
No matter the vertical, community, or size, every organization needs 
more funding to provide better service delivery. But, it may be hard 
to know what funders are looking for during the application process. 
The most common question we hear is: “How can we receive more 
funding?” 

SO, WHAT DO FUNDERS WANT?

We recently released our Funder Research Survey to find the answer. 
Here’s our assessment of the data.
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WHAT
FUNDERS 

WANT

Funders want comprehensive data that proves your organization’s impact. How 
you collect, assess, and present that data is crucial for getting more funding.

In our survey, we asked funders what they considered to be the top factors they 
use when considering funding an organization. Over 97% of the funders stated 
that the impact an organization can prove is at the very top of their list. 

Further, funders are driven by their efforts to maximize the impact an 
organization can deliver to their community. As one of funder said, “we look 
at outcomes [and] impact as well as what they learned [and] insights gained.”
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FOUNDATIONS WANT TO KNOW YOUR IMPACT !
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To prove outcomes and impact, funders require organizations 
to present strong data to back them up. Funders want as much 
information as possible that focuses on your impact and the 
effectiveness of your mission. They grant funding to organizations 
that can prove the good they do with data that has been collected 
and reported on.

Positively impacting lives takes time and outcomes give funders 
insight into organizational alignment. Many funders “look at what 
the organization or program intends to achieve and whether they 
do. If they fall short of their objectives, [they] won’t rule them out. 
[They] look at the data, analyze the factors that contributed to the 
results, and determine any changes that can be made. [They] will 
work with the organization during this review process and support a 
revised plan.”

But, an interesting trend rose from the funders in their answers 
on how they determine the effectiveness of an organization. Even 
though they focus on a nonprofit’s impact, they don’t expect the 
nonprofits to have perfect results.  As one funder said, “sometimes 
a project that fails is a success. We don’t consider failure to be bad.”

IT’S IMPORTANT TO 
COLLECT DATA THAT CAN 
SHOW YOUR PROGRESS 

TOWARDS YOUR 
GOALS, BOLSTER YOUR 

OUTCOMES, AND PROVE 
YOUR IMPACT ON YOUR 

CONSTITUENTS.  
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WHAT KIND OF DATA FUNDERS WANT 
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NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS COLLECT A 
LOT OF DATA AND IT MAY BE HARD TO SORT 
THROUGH THAT SEA OF DATA. BUT, IT’S 
IMPORTANT TO LAY OUT THE DATA THAT THE 
FUNDERS WANT AND NEED TO SEE. 
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WHAT KIND OF DATA FUNDERS WANT 
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WHEN ASKED WHAT THE SINGLE BEST INDICATOR 
FUNDERS CONSIDER WHEN THEY ARE EVALUATING AN 
ORGANIZATION’S IMPACT, 67% THEM SAID THEY LOOK 
TO THE OUTCOMES.

Outcomes are important because they take a step back from the various outputs and data points you look at and applied overarching 
meaning to them.  An easy way of looking at it is: Outputs are the daily work your organization does, and outcomes are the results of our 
mission’s efforts. The best way to see your outcomes is through robust, comprehensive reporting.  As one of the funders surveyed said, 
“reports are the best way to determine if the organization is effective [in] its sector. If they achieve their short-term goals, in the financial 
and beneficiaries, we believe that is an organization that can do great things and move forward.
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WHAT FUNDERS ARE 
LOOKING FOR IN REPORTING

Often, nonprofits rely on one or the other to appeal to their 
funders, but combining stories and data is the most effective 
way demonstrate your impact. This approach uses data to show 
scale and repeatability as well as stories to create a relatable 
experience and engage our memories.

Appeal to your potential funders by telling them inspiring, 
impactful stories outlining how your constituents have benefitted 
from your services. The key to a good impact story is backing 
them up with data. Use the data you collect to prove the impact 
you’ve had on your community. 

WE ASKED OUR FUNDERS WHAT THEY LOOK
for in reporting and over 87% of them answered that they look 
for program outcomes - not much of a surprise. They also value 
stories that display impact, according to our survey. Impact stories 
provide a real-world look at how your organization transforms lives, 
which inspires the listener and evokes an emotional response. 
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HOW TO REPORT DATA
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HOW DO YOU PRESENT YOUR
DATA TO FUNDERS?
The nonprofit sector is becoming increasingly more digital, 
making everything more fast-paced. With the ability to 
quickly transfer information, reporting practices inevitably 
need to follow suit and speed up. 

In our survey, we asked our funders how reporting requirements 
have changed in the past five years. Over half of the group 
reported that the requirements they asked of the organizations 
have increased. Moreover, the same amount of people answered 
that reporting requirements are projected to increase in the next 
five years.
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TO MEET THE GROW REPORTING DEMANDS 
IN THE NONPROFIT SPACE, organizations must ensure data 
quality, consistency and accessibility. Meaning your data 
must be collected accurately with as little margin for human 
error as possible, must be consistent over time for month 
over month and year over year progress reports and in a 
format where you can access it for funder reporting and, of 
course, to make informed program decisions.
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BENEFITS OF CASE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE  
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CASE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE ALSO ALLOWS ORGANIZATIONS TO PROVIDE VISUAL 
DISPLAYS OF DATA, SUCH AS CHARTS AND GRAPHS, ANOTHER FORMAT THAT FUNDERS 
LIKE TO SEE DATA DISPLAYED. EASILY DIGESTIBLE VISUAL INFORMATION PUTS YOUR 

IMPACT RIGHT IN FRONT OF YOUR FUNDERS, MAKING THEIR JOBS EASIER. 

Case management software is a comprehensive tool that makes reporting 
what matters easier. It provides a secure, manageable way to collect data and 
assess it.

We asked our funders how they like to see your outcomes-based data when 
determining your impact. They overwhelmingly prefer to receive information 
in the form of impactful stories that demonstrate your role in your clients’ 
treatment.  With nonprofit reporting technology, you can easily track and 
lookup the data needed for your impact stories. Stories and data go hand-in-
hand and help deliver the full picture of your outcomes.
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CONCLUSION
Applying for grants and funds can be a daunting task, but you don’t have to go in 
blind. Rely on your nonprofit’s data, track important outcomes, and highlight your 
full impact. Bring strong data and inspiring stories to the table so your organization 
can get the funds it needs to deliver more mission.

With strong reporting and promising data, your organization will be well on its way 
to getting the attention of the foundations it’s applying to. With more funding, 
you’ll be able to deliver more mission and give care to those who need it most.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
Why stop now when you’ve learned so much?! Check out our additional 
resources that can help your organization deliver what funders want.

• Reporting Best Practices eBook

• Guide to Case Management for Reporting

• Guide to Maximize Your Impact with Technology

• Combining Data and Stories to Better Prove Your Impact eBook
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Social Solutions Global is the leading provider of outcomes management software for
human services, workforce, and education programs. Across the globe, Social Solution’s software,

Efforts to Outcomes (ETO®) and Apricot Software™, is the leader in equipping thousands
of organizations with the tools needed to transform the lives of children, adults, and families by

making data useful to staff at all levels, from case managers to executive leadership.

To learn more about Social Solutions Global, please visit
www.socialsolutions.com.

DISCOVER SOCIAL SOLUTIONS
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